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18. We discussed East/West economic relations. We
welcomed in this context the steaQy ,growth of East/West
trade, and expressed the hope that economic relations be-
tween Fast and West would develop their full poteatial
on a sound financial and reciprocal commercial basis. We
agreed that this process warrants our careful exa*+; *+ation,
as well as efforts on our pa--.. to ensure that theae^ economic
ties enhance overall East/West re2atiorshIps.

19. In the pursuit of our goal of sustained expansion,
the flow of capital facilitates the efficient allocation of
resources and thereby enhances our economic well-being. We
therefore, agree on the importance of a libera2 climate for
inte--national investzaent flows. In this regard, we view as
a constructive developaent the declaration which-was announced
last week when the O£CD Council met at the Ministerial level.

20. In the field of energy, we intend to make efforts
to develop, conserve and use rationally the various energy
resources and to assist the energy c:evelopment objectives of
developing countries.

21. We support the aspirations of the developing nations
to improve the lives of their peoples. The role of the indus-
=ialized democracies is c_-ucial to the success of rheir
effor+s. Cooperation between the two groups must be based on
mutual respect, take into consideration the interes-rs of all
parties and reject unproductive confrontation in favor of
sustaiaed and concerted efforts to find constructive solutions
to the problems of develop=ent.

22. The industrialized democracies can be most success-
ful in helping the developing countries meet their aspirations
by açrerinct on, and cooperatinq to implement, sound solutions
to their problcsus which enhance the efficient operation of
the international economy. Close collaboration and better
coordination are necessary among the industrialized democra-
cies; our efforts must be mutually supportive, not camaetitive.
Our efforts for international e=nomic cooperation must be
considered as coaplemASnta.-y to the policies_ of the developing
countries themselves to achieve susraiaable Sraw-th'and rising
standards of living.

23. At Rambouillet, the importance of a coopera tive
relationshia between the developed and develoaing nations was
affi=ed; ^z---`cular attention was directed to following up
the results of the Seventh Special Session of the UN General
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